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Comparison of Path Tracking and Torque-Vectoring
Controllers for Autonomous Electric Vehicles

Christoforos Chatzikomis, Aldo Sorniotti , Member, IEEE, Patrick Gruber ,
Mattia Zanchetta , Dan Willans, and Bryn Balcombe

Abstract—Steering control for path tracking in autonomous ve-
hicles is well documented in the literature. Also, continuous direct
yaw moment control, i.e., torque-vectoring, applied to human-
driven electric vehicles with multiple motors is extensively re-
searched. However, the combination of both controllers is not
yet well understood. This paper analyzes the benefits of torque-
vectoring in an autonomous electric vehicle, either by integrating
the torque-vectoring system into the path tracking controller, or
through its separate implementation alongside the steering con-
troller for path tracking. A selection of path tracking controllers is
compared in obstacle avoidance tests simulated with an experimen-
tally validated vehicle dynamics model. A genetic optimization is
used to select the controller parameters. Simulation results confirm
that torque-vectoring is beneficial to autonomous vehicle response.
The integrated controllers achieve the best performance if they
are tuned for the specific tire-road friction condition. However,
they can also cause unstable behavior when they operate under
lower friction conditions without any re-tuning. On the other hand,
separate torque-vectoring implementations provide a consistently
stable cornering response for a wide range of friction conditions.
Controllers with preview formulations, or based on appropriate
reference paths with respect to the middle line of the available
lane, are beneficial to the path tracking performance.

Index Terms—Autonomous vehicle, electric vehicle, path
tracking control, torque-vectoring control, optimization, vehicle
dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

AUTONOMOUS vehicles require path tracking controllers
(PTCs) that ensure safe behavior even in extreme maneu-

vers. Most of the path tracking (PT) studies (see the survey in
[1]) focus on steering actuation. A large body of literature on
steering control for PT was initially developed with the pur-
pose of driver modeling [2]–[7]. In fact, the human driver can
be seen as an advanced adaptive PTC actuating the steering
wheel. Hence, driver models can perform as automated PTCs
as well, provided that human physiology limitations are not
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considered in their formulations. In recent years the research
focus has shifted from driver modeling to autonomous driv-
ing applications [8]–[14]. In this respect, [15] compares the
performance of multiple steering based PTCs for autonomous
vehicles.

Another topic extensively discussed in the literature is torque-
vectoring (TV), i.e., the control of the traction and braking
torque of each wheel to generate a direct yaw moment. TV
controllers (TVCs) are easily implementable in electric vehi-
cles (EVs) with individual wheel motors, since these solutions
allow precise wheel torque controllability, usually with higher
bandwidth than the conventional friction brakes and internal
combustion engine drivetrains. In human driven EVs, TVCs
can enhance the cornering response, e.g., by shaping the under-
steer characteristic, increasing agility and ensuring stability in
extreme transients [16]–[23]. TVCs are usually implemented as
yaw rate feedforward / feedback controllers, with the option of
sideslip contributions.

In autonomous EVs the TVC can be an independent controller
receiving the automated steering angle as an input from the PTC,
and thus generating a reference yaw rate that has to be tracked
by the TVC itself [24]. Alternatively, steering actuation and TV
can be merged to become the outputs of an integrated PTC,
without the need for a reference yaw rate to be tracked by the
TVC. In this respect, [25]–[31] propose PTCs with integrated
steering and direct yaw moment control. [32] is a compara-
tive study between model predictive control (MPC) and a linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) for integrated PTC, tuned through a
trial-and-error process. However, it is yet unknown if the inte-
grated PTCs present benefits compared to the multi-layer control
structures consisting of independent steering controllers for PT
(top layer) and TVCs for yaw rate and sideslip tracking (bottom
layer).

This study addresses this knowledge gap by assessing the two
architectural control system designs during obstacle avoidance
maneuvers simulated with an experimentally validated vehicle
simulation model. The points of novelty are:

� The integration of TV with multiple steering based PTCs
from the literature. Both single-point PTCs without pre-
view and multiple-point preview PTCs are used.

� The stochastic optimization of the PTC parameters to
achieve a fair comparison among the control structures.

� The objective comparison of the performance of the sepa-
rate and integrated steering and yaw moment controllers.
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Fig. 1. Layout of the case study autonomous EV.

TABLE I
MAIN EV PARAMETERS

II. THE CASE STUDY AUTONOMOUS ELECTRIC VEHICLE

A. EV Hardware

The case study vehicle is an autonomous EV prototype, de-
veloped for a new racing competition. Fig. 1 and Table I present
the EV layout, and define the main characteristics and variables.
The powertrain architecture consists of four on-board electric
drivetrains (D1 to D4 in Fig. 1), coupled with single-speed gear-
boxes connected to the wheels through half-shafts and constant-
velocity joints. Front and rear wings generate significant
aerodynamic downforce, which increases the maximum longitu-
dinal and lateral accelerations. Also, the downforce changes the
steady-state cornering response, i.e., the level of under/oversteer,
as a function of speed.

The EV is equipped with a comprehensive set of sensors
that enable PT control. In addition, the EV includes an inertia
measurement unit that measures the linear accelerations and
angular speeds in all directions, and an optical velocity sensor
that detects the longitudinal and lateral speeds.

B. Control System Hierarchy

The control structure of the autonomous EV, shown in Fig. 2,
includes:

� The sensor fusion system collecting the signals from the
sensors located on the EV, and estimating/calculating the
inputs required by the different control blocks.

� The path generator defining the coordinates of the refer-
ence path, Xref and Yref , and the reference speed profile,
vx,ref .

� The PTC, which calculates the control actions for tracking
the reference path. The controller outputs the total wheel

Fig. 2. Simplified schematic of the autonomous EV control structure.

torque demand, Tw,tot , steering angle, δ, and, only in case
of an integrated control structure, the reference yaw mo-
ment, Mz,ref .

� The TVC, present only in case of a multi-layer control
structure, and indicated with dashed lines in Fig. 2. The
TVC consists of a reference yaw rate (ψ̇T V Cref ) generator,
and a reference yaw moment (Mz,ref ) generator.

� The wheel torque control allocator, which generates the in-
dividual wheel torques Tw,i , to achieve Tw,tot and Mz,ref

[24].

III. PATH TRACKING CONTROLLERS

The PTCs output the longitudinal and lateral control actions
to track the reference path. Since this study focuses on obstacle
avoidance maneuvers [33], which are performed with Tw,tot =
0, only the lateral control formulations are presented.

A. Reference Path and Vehicle Coordinates

The reference path can be dynamically planned by the path
generator, accounting for the EV navigation objectives, road
and traffic constraints, and potential obstacles. This study uses
a static reference path, as the focus is on the PT layer.

The path tracking problem can be described as in Fig. 3.
Xref and Yref are the reference path coordinates. They are
expressed in the global coordinate system, and are sufficient to
uniquely define the reference path. In the remainder the capital
lettersX and Y will be used to express coordinates in the global
reference system, while x and y will be adopted for coordinates
in the vehicle reference system. The reference heading (yaw)
angle, ψref , and the reference curvature, κref , are derived from
the reference coordinates and used by the PTCs.

Since the EV deviates from the reference path, the actual
distance traveled by the EV, s, is not equal to the length of the
reference path. By assuming small sideslip angles, the distance
travelled along the reference path during the maneuver is given
by [7], eqn. (1) shown at the bottom of the next page:
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Fig. 3. EV reference path coordinates and relative position and heading errors.

where vx and vy are the longitudinal and lateral EV speeds,
and XCG and YCG are the coordinates of the vehicle center
of gravity (CG). The lateral position error, ΔyCG , and heading
angle error, ΔψCG , of the EV CG in relation to the reference
path are defined as in Fig. 3:

ΔyCG = (YCG − Yref ) cosψref − (XCG −Xref ) sinψref

ΔψCG = ψ − ψref (2)

where ψ is the EV heading angle.

B. FF -FBδ : Feedforward-Feedback Steering Controller

The first PTC of this study is the feedforward-feedback con-
troller, FF -FBδ , recently presented in [34], which has been
experimentally demonstrated at the limit of handling. The steer-
ing angle control law consists of feedforward and feedback
contributions:

δ = δF F + δF B (3)

The feedforward term, δF F , is based on the steady-state cor-
nering response of the single-track vehicle model:

δF F = lκref − (
αF FF − αF FR

)
(4)

where l is the wheelbase. The term lκref is the kinematic steer-
ing angle corresponding to the reference path curvature. αF FF
and αF FR are the lumped slip angles of the front and rear tires.
αF FF and αF FR are calculated from an inverse tire model, taking
into account the vertical load transfers, so that they generate the
respective feedforward lateral tire forces on the front and rear
axles, FF F

y,F and FF F
y,R . These are determined under the assump-

tion that the vehicle achieves the reference lateral acceleration,
vx

2κref , calculated for steady-state cornering. Based on the lat-
eral force and yaw moment balance equations in steady-state
conditions, FF F

y,F and FF F
y,R are:

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

FF F
y,F =

mb

l
vx

2κref − Mz,ref

l

FF F
y,R =

ma

l
vx

2κref +
Mz,ref

l

(5)

where m is the vehicle mass, and a and b are the front and rear
semi-wheelbases.

The feedback term, δF B , is designed to control the corrected
look-ahead error, eLA,corr , and is defined as:

δF B = −KFF -F B δ
eLA,corr

= −KFF -F B δ
[ΔyCG + xLA (ΔψCG + βss)] (6)

βss = αF FR + bκref (7)

where KFF -F B δ
is the proportional (P) gain. The term eLA =

ΔyCG + xLAΔψCG is the look-ahead error, i.e., the tracking
error projected at a distancexLA in front of the vehicle, as shown
in Fig. 3. For the lateral deviation to be zero, the vehicle sideslip
angle β is incorporated in the feedback law, which is then based
on eLA,corr . To avoid relying on the real-time measurement or
estimation of β, as suggested in [34] eq. (6) uses βss , which
is the steady-state value of β corresponding to the reference
curvature, according to eq. (7).

C. LQRδ,Mz
: Linear Quadratic Regulator Without Preview

(Integrated Controller)

The second controller is based on the LQR formulation for
steering control in [15], which is extended to include the refer-
ence yaw moment.

The state-space formulation of the single-track vehicle model
for path tracking control is:

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

ΔẏCG
ΔÿCG

Δψ̇CG

Δψ̈CG

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 1 0 0

0 −Cf +Cr

mvx

Cf +Cr

m
bCr −aCf

mvx

0 0 0 1

0 bCr −aCf

Iz vx

aCf −bCr

Iz
− a2Cf +b2Cr

Iz vx

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

×

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

ΔyCG
ΔẏCG
ΔψCG

Δψ̇CG

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

+

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0
Cf

m 0

0 0
aCf

Iz
1
Iz

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

[
δ

Mz

]

+

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0
bCr −aCf

mvx
− vx

0

− a2Cf +b2Cr

Iz vx

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
ψ̇ref +

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0

0

0

−1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
ψ̈ref (8)

where Iz is the yaw mass moment of inertia. Cf and Cr are
the cornering stiffness values of the front and rear axles. In this
study, these are selected at a specific percentage, pay,m ax

, of
the maximum ay achieved in steady-state conditions, according
to the approach in [35]. In eq. (8) the state variables of the

s =
∫

vx cos (ΔψCG ) − vy sin (ΔψCG )
1 − κref [(YCG − Yref ) cosψref − (XCG −Xref ) sinψref ]

dt (1)
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single-track vehicle model, i.e., vy and ψ̇, are converted into the
error state variables with respect to the reference path:

vy = ΔẏCG − vx ΔψCG

ψ̇ = Δψ̇CG + ψ̇ref (9)

Eq. (8) can be re-written in the following matrix form:

Ẋ = AX + B1U + B2 ψ̇ref + B3 ψ̈ref

where X =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

ΔyCG
ΔẏCG
ΔψCG

Δψ̇CG

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

and U =
[
δ
Mz

]
(10)

The terms associated with the reference path yaw rate and
acceleration, B2 ψ̇ref and B3 ψ̈ref , are external disturbances.
The state-space formulation is discretized as:

X (k + 1) = Ak X (k) + B1,kU (k) (11)

The feedback control gains minimize the cost function
JLQRδ ,M z

:

JLQRδ ,M z
=

∞∑

k = 1

X(k)T QX (k) + U(k)T RU (k)

Q =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

qΔyC G
0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 qΔψC G
0

0 0 0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, R =

[
rδ 0

0 rMz

]

(12)

The weighting factors qΔyC G
and qΔψC G

define the relative
importance of the lateral displacement and heading angle errors,
while rδ and rMz

define the relative significance of the steering
angle and yaw moment control efforts. The feedback gains, K,
calculated with the Riccati equation [36], are scheduled with
vehicle speed, vx , which is a parameter in eq. (11). The feedback
control law is expressed as a function of the lateral position and
heading angle errors, and their time derivatives:

[
δF B

Mz,F B

]

= K (vx)

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

ΔyCG
ΔẏCG
ΔψCG

Δψ̇CG

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

K (vx)=
[
kδ,ΔyC G

kδ,Δ ẏC G
kδ,ΔψC G

kδ,Δ ψ̇C G

kMz ,ΔyC G
kMz ,Δ ẏC G

kMz ,ΔψC G
kMz ,Δ ψ̇C G

]

(13)

The LQRδ,Mz
can be combined with a feedforward contri-

bution in terms of steering angle and yaw moment, thus giving
origin to theLQRδ,Mz,F F . The same formulation as in eq. (4) is
used for the feedforward steering contribution, δF F . The refer-
ence yaw acceleration, ψ̈ref , corresponding to the time deriva-
tive of the curvature of the reference path, is adopted for the

feedforward yaw moment contribution, Mz,F F :

Mz,F F = cMz , F F
ψ̈ref Iz

ψ̈ref = vx κ̇ref (14)

As ψ̈ref has to be generated by the total yaw moment, caused
by both the longitudinal and lateral tire forces, the scaling factor
0 ≤ cMz , F F

≤ 1 accounts for the fact that Mz,F F is the feed-
forward yaw moment generated only by the longitudinal tire
forces.

D. P -LQRδ,Mz
: Linear Quadratic Regulator With Preview

(Integrated Controller)

The third controller includes a preview model according to
the formulation in [37], which is limited to the case of steer-
ing control. In this study the algorithm is extended to include
the yaw moment contribution. Under the hypothesis of small
heading angles, the single-track vehicle model equations are
reformulated in the global coordinate system as:

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

ẎCG

ŸCG

ψ̇

ψ̈

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 1 0 0

0 −Cf +Cr

mvx

Cf +Cr

m
bCr −aCf

mvx

0 0 0 1

0 bCr −aCf

Iz vx

aCf −bCr

Iz
− a2Cf +b2Cr

Iz vx

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

×

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

YCG

ẎCG

ψ

ψ̇

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

+

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0
Cf

m 0

0 0
aCf

Iz
1
Iz

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

[
δ

Mz

]

(15)

Ẋv = Av Xv + BvU

Xv =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

YCG

ẎCG

ψ

ψ̇

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, U =

[
δ

Mz

]

(16)

and then they can be discretized as:

Xv (k + 1) = Av,k Xv (k) + Bv,kU (k) (17)

The road preview profile is defined as a shift register, where
yr(k) is the vector of lateral deviations from the reference path
along a preview axis in front of the vehicle, and Δynp ( = Δy5
in Fig. 3) is the final input to the road system, i.e., the new lateral
deviation value.

yr (k + 1) = Ar,k yr (k) + Br,kΔynp
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Ar,k =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 1 0 0 · · · 0

0 0 1 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
. . .

...

...
...

...
. . .

. . . 0

0 0 0 · · · · · · 1

0 0 0 · · · · · · 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, Br,k =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0

0

0
...

1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(18)

Eq. (17) and eq. (18) are combined into the state-space for-
mulation of the preview LQR problem:

[
Xv (k + 1)

yr (k + 1)

]

=

[
Av,k 0

0 Ar,k

] [
Xv (k)

yr (k)

]

+

[
Bv,k

0

]

U (k) +

[
0

Br,k

]

Δynp (19)

The state vector is defined as Z = [Xv yr]T , and the term
[0 Br,k]T Δynp is considered an external disturbance, such that
the equations are expressed in the standard LQR form.

The LQR cost function is:

JP -LQRδ ,M z
=

∞∑

k=1

Z(k)T QZ (k) + U(k)T RU (k)

where R =

[
rδ 0

0 rMz

]

, Q = CT

[
qΔyC G

0

0 qΔψC G

]

C

and C =

[
1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 . . . 0

0 0 1 0 1
vx Ts

− 1
vx Ts

0 . . . 0

]

(20)

Ts is the sampling interval. The weight matrix C defines the
link between the vehicle and road preview. The first row of C
is formulated to minimize the sum of the squares of the lateral
displacement error, ΔyCG , and the second row to minimize the
square of the heading error at the center of gravity, calculated as
(ψCG − Δy1 −ΔyC G

vx Ts
)2 . After a re-arrangement in local vehicle

coordinates (see [37]), the control law is given in eq. (21), with
the preview and state feedback gains scheduled with vx :

[
δ

Mz,F B

]

= Kprv (vx)

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

vy

ψ̇

ΔyCG
Δy1

...

Δynp

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

Kprv(vx) =
[
kδ,ẏC G

kδ,ψ̇C G
kδ,ΔyC G

kδ,Δy1 . . . kδ,Δyn p

kMz ,ẏC G
kMz ,ψ̇C G

kMz ,ΔyC G
kMz ,Δy1 . . . kMz ,Δyn p

]

(21)

E. LQRδ and P -LQRδ : Linear Quadratic Regulators for
Steering Control

In this study the LQRs of Sections III.C and III.D are also con-
sidered in their original formulations, reported in [15] and [37],
excluding the direct yaw moment. These, respectively indicated
as LQRδ and P -LQRδ , can either operate on their own, or can
be part of a multi-layer structure, including the TVC presented
in Section IV.

IV. TORQUE-VECTORING CONTROLLER (TVC)

A separate TVC was developed to assess the effectiveness of
the multi-layer PTC+TVC structures. The details of the TVC
design and functionality are presented in [24]. The TVC includes
a reference yaw rate generator and a reference yaw moment
generator, and together with the PTCs of Section III uses a
wheel torque control allocation algorithm.

A. Reference Yaw Rate Generator

The steady-state value of the TVC reference yaw rate,
ψ̇T V Cref ,SS , is the weighted average of two yaw rate values (see

[24], [38] and [39]), ψ̇T V Cref ,H and ψ̇T V Cref ,S :

ψ̇T V Cref ,SS = ψ̇T V Cref ,H wβ + ψ̇T V Cref ,S (1 − wβ ) (22)

The handling yaw rate, ψ̇T V Cref ,H , corresponds to the reference
steady-state EV cornering behavior in nominal high tire-road
friction conditions. ψ̇T V Cref ,H is defined in a look-up table, which
is a function of steering angle, vehicle speed and longitudinal
acceleration. ψ̇T V Cref ,H is designed to shape the vehicle understeer
characteristics, which can be rather different from those of the
uncontrolled vehicle with identical wheel torques on the left-
and right-hand sides [16]. The stability yaw rate, ψ̇T V Cref ,S , is a
conservative yaw rate that is compatible with the actual tire-
road friction conditions, i.e., it is based on the measured lateral
acceleration (ay ) value.

To determine if the EV operates in different conditions from
the nominal ones, the sideslip angle of the rear axle, βr , is
considered [38]:

βr = β − br

vx
(23)

Large values of |βr | indicate saturation of the rear lateral
tire forces, which can lead to oversteer and, ultimately, vehicle
spinning. The weighting factor wβ determines the significance
of the ψ̇T V Cref ,H and ψ̇T V Cref ,S contributions of ψ̇T V Cref ,SS . When |βr |
is lower than a first threshold (βr,th,1), ψ̇T V Cref ,SS is equal to the
handling yaw rate, while when |βr | is higher than a second
threshold (βr,th,2), ψ̇T V Cref ,SS is equal to the stability yaw rate,
with a smooth transition between the two extreme cases:

wβ =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if |βr | < βr,th,1

βr,th,2 − |βr |
βr,th,2 − βr,th,1

if βr,th,1 ≤ |βr | ≤ βr,th,2

0 if |βr | > βr,th,2

(24)
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Fig. 4. Experimental validation of the vehicle simulation model in an obstacle avoidance test.

In practice, when the EV operates in low friction or extreme
transient conditions, βr is limited between the two thresholds
through the adjustment of ψ̇T V Cref ,SS . Different sets of thresholds
can be defined. In particular, the following two settings are used
in this study:

� High sideslip setting: βr,th,1 = 4.5 deg, βr,th,2 = 9 deg,
which is adopted in high tire-road friction conditions (tests
with μ = 1).

� Low sideslip setting: βr,th,1 = 2 deg, βr,th,2 = 4 deg,
which is adopted in low friction conditions (tests with μ=
0.6).

Since the case study EV is for racing applications, the tire-
road friction level can be considered approximately known a-
priori depending on the condition of the tarmac (e.g., dry or
wet), and the switching between the two settings can be imposed
without a tire-road friction coefficient estimator. In any case, the
simulations and experiments on the case study EV demonstrated
that both tunings provide stable and predictable behavior for the
whole range of μ values.

A first order transfer function generates the reference yaw
rate, ψ̇T V Cref , starting from ψ̇T V Cref ,SS . Note that the resulting

ψ̇T V Cref , mainly based on δ, differs from the reference yaw rate of
the PTCs in Section III, which is purely based on the reference
path.

B. Reference Yaw Moment Generator

The reference yaw moment generator is based on a non-
linear feedforward contribution and a feedback contribution.
The feedforward contribution is computed off-line through a
quasi-static model, to achieve ψ̇T V Cref ,SS when the EV operates
in high tire-road friction conditions with quasi-static steering
inputs, and is defined as a look-up table, which is a function
of steering angle, vehicle speed and longitudinal acceleration.
Similarly to ψ̇T V Cref ,SS , the feedforward yaw moment contribution
is corrected to account for low tire-road friction conditions and
transient behavior, based on |βr |. The feedback contribution is a
proportional integral (PI) controller with anti-windup and gain
scheduling with vx . The reference yaw moment is saturated
through the continuous estimation of the EV operational limits,
based on the drivetrain torque limits and the estimated individual
tire friction limits.

C. Wheel Torque Control Allocator

A wheel torque control allocation scheme determines the
individual reference wheel torques. Firstly, the control allo-

cator calculates the total wheel torque required on the left-
and right-hand sides of the EV to generate the total reference
wheel torque and reference yaw moment. Within each side the
torque demand is then distributed proportionally to the estimated
vertical tire loads, subject to individual wheel and drivetrain
torque limitations. The same wheel torque control allocator is
used by the separate TVC and the integrated PTCs, as shown
in Fig. 2.

V. SIMULATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION

FRAMEWORK

A. Experimentally Validated Simulation Model

A non-linear vehicle dynamics simulation model was imple-
mented in Matlab/Simulink and validated against experimental
measurements on the case study EV, with and without the TVC
of Section IV. Fig. 4 shows an example of simulation and ex-
perimental results for the case study EV during an obstacle
avoidance test performed at the Upper Heyford airport, United
Kingdom. The good match of the results in a wide range of tests
shows that the vehicle model is a reliable tool for control system
design and assessment.

B. Obstacle Avoidance

The obstacle avoidance [33] is a vehicle dynamics test to
evaluate the transient performance at the cornering limit. Ac-
celerator and brake control is not allowed during the maneuver;
therefore it is Tw,tot = 0. In this study, the lane is 4 m wide
and a test is considered successful when all four wheels remain
inside the lane boundaries.

For ease of discussion, the obstacle avoidance maneuver is
split into five segments. Fig. 5 shows the segments, the lane
boundaries, the different reference paths, and the corresponding
reference lateral acceleration profile for vx = 70 km/h, cal-
culated as ay,ref = vx

2 κref . The middle line reference path
consists of five straight lines, connecting the middle points at
each segment transition. This path does not have a continuous
curvature profile at the segment transitions, making it unsuitable
for the single-point PTCs. Therefore, a standard reference path
(RP) with continuous curvature profile is designed by applying a
15 m moving average filter to the middle line path. Additionally,
a smooth reference path (smooth RP) is designed by processing
the middle line path with a 37.5 m moving average filter. The
smooth RP provides a low curvature profile that allows adequate
margin with respect to the lane boundaries.
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Fig. 5. Reference paths for the obstacle avoidance maneuver (ay ,r ef calcu-
lated for vx= 70 km/h).

C. Tuning Parameters

To ensure a fair comparison, the main tuning parameters
of the controllers are optimized to minimize the cost function
JAssessment , which will be defined in Section V.E.

For the FF -FBδ controller, the optimized parameters are the
feedback gain,KFF -F Bδ

, and the look-ahead distance,xLA . For
the LQRδ,Mz

and P -LQRδ,Mz
, the optimized parameters are

the weights associated with the control actions, rδ and rMz
,

the weights associated with the errors, qΔyC G
and qΔψC G

, and
the percentage of the maximum lateral acceleration, pay ,m ax

, for
selecting the cornering stiffness values of the state-space vehicle
model. For the LQRδ and P -LQRδ optimization, the weight
associated with the yaw moment control action, rMz

, is set to a
high value and omitted from the process. The parameters of the
separate TVC are not optimized, as they have been empirically
fine-tuned in simulations and experiments on the case study EV.

D. Optimization Method

Evolutionary algorithms are suitable instruments to optimize
vehicle handling behavior [40], [41]. A 1 + N evolution strategy
(ES) is selected [42], in which a set of N offspring parameter
vectors is generated by mutation of a parent vector. The mutation
is performed by adding a normally distributed random value to
each component of the parent vector. The standard deviation of
the normal distribution is the mutation magnitude. An objective
function, JAssessment , calculated at the end of each obstacle
avoidance simulation, determines the fitness of each offspring
parameter vector. The parameter vector with the minimum value
of JAssessment from the set that includes the offspring vectors
and the parent vector is selected as the new parent vector. If the
parent vector has remained the same as in the previous genera-
tion, the mutation magnitude is decreased, whereas if the parent
vector is replaced by an offspring vector, the mutation magni-

tude is increased to expand the search space. The optimization
process terminates when the mutation magnitude decreases be-
low a pre-defined threshold. The PTC parameter optimization
was performed for high tire-road friction conditions (μ = 1). In
Section VI, the PTCs optimized for μ = 1 will also be assessed
by running low friction tests (μ = 0.6) to check the robustness
of control system performance.

E. Performance Indicators and Objective Function

The optimization procedure of Section V.D minimizes
JAssessment , which combines the following performance in-
dicators:

� The entry speed for a successful completion of the test,
vin , which must be maximized. As a consequence, within
JAssessment , vin is multiplied by a relatively large negative
weighting factor, −wvin , to prioritize high entry speeds.

� The root mean square values of the position error and the
heading angle error between the EV trajectory and the
reference path during the maneuver:

RMSΔyC G
=

√
1

tf in − tin

∫ tf i n

ti n

(ΔyCG )2dt

RMSΔψC G
=

√
1

tf in − tin

∫ tf i n

ti n

(ΔψCG )2dt (25)

where tin and tf in are the initial and final times of the
relevant part of the test.

� The integral of the absolute value of the control actions,
IACA, which evaluates the steering and yaw moment con-
trol efforts:

IACAδ =
1

tf in − tin

∫ tf i n

ti n

|δ|dt;

IACAMz
=

1
tf in − tin

∫ tf i n

ti n

|Mz,ref |dt (26)

� The difference between the entry speed, vin , and the final
speed, vf in . The EV should slow down as little as possible
during the maneuver.

The weighting factors w of the performance indicators are
selected to normalize the values and define their relative contri-
bution to JAssessment , which is given by:

JAssessment = −wvin vin + wΔyC G
RMSΔyC G

+ wΔψC G
RMSΔψC G

+ wδ IACAδ

+ wMz
IACAMz

+ wvf i n (vin − vf in ) (27)

The optimization minimizes JAssessment , rather than directly
maximizing vin , to ensure a reasonably good quality of the over-
all EV response during the test. The optimization includes the
constraint that the EV must remain within the obstacle avoid-
ance lane boundaries, i.e., the simulations are stopped if this
does not happens, and a high value of JAssessment is imposed.
The optimization routine changes the values of the elements of
the parameter vector, i.e., the tuning parameters of Section V.C,
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ASSESSED PTCS

and calculates JAssessment for increasing values of vin , at in-
crements of 1 km/h, until the EV fails to complete the maneuver.

Section VI also reports additional performance indicators,
which are not included in JAssessment . They are: i) the maxi-
mum absolute value of the rear axle sideslip angle, |βr,max |,
which is an indicator of vehicle stability; and ii) pδF F

and
pMz , F F

, assessing the significance of the feedfordward con-
tributions in the generation of the reference steering angle and
yaw moment:

pδF F
= 100

IACAδ,F F

IACAδ,F F + IACAδ,F B
;

pMz, F F
= 100

IACAMz,F F

IACAMz,F F + IACAMz,F B
(28)

where the subscripts ‘FF’ and ‘FB’ refer to the feedforward and
feedback contributions, respectively.

VI. RESULTS

The performance of the optimized PTCs is assessed in the
obstacle avoidance maneuver simulated with the validated EV
model. The results are presented in the following order:

� Section VI.A: The PTCs with preview, i.e., the
P -LQRδ,Mz

and P -LQRδ , using the standard reference
path (RP).

� Section VI.B: The PTCs without preview, i.e., the
FF -FBδ , LQRδ,Mz

, LQRδ,Mz,F F , LQRδ and
LQRδ,F F , using the standard RP.

� Section VI.C: The PTCs without preview, i.e., the same as
in Section VI.B, using the smooth RP.

Table II summarizes the main characteristics of the con-
trollers. Fig. 6 presents a comparison of the trajectories of the EV
center of gravity and vehicle envelope for the best performing
controller from each group, at μ = 1.

A. PTCs With Preview Using the Standard RP

Table III ranks the PTCs according to the maximum entry
speed, vin,max , at the completion of the optimization, i.e., once
JAssessment is minimized. If vin,max is the same, the PTCs are
ranked according to their final JAssessment value. Table III also
reports a selection of the individual performance indicators at
the respective vin,max .

For μ = 1 the integrated steering and yaw moment pre-
view controller, P -LQRδ,Mz

, achieves the highest vin,max , i.e.,
94 km/h, followed by the P -LQRδ + TV C (92 km/h) and the
P -LQRδ (91 km/h). As shown in Fig. 6(a), despite using the

standard RP, the P -LQRδ,Mz
actually follows a path very sim-

ilar to the smooth RP, and uses most of the available maneuver
space, as the EV envelope touches the inner corner limit in all
four segment transitions. The deviation from the path is fairly
symmetric and the EV converges to the reference path shortly
after returning to the original lane.

Fig. 7 reports the obstacle avoidance simulation results at
vin = 94 km/h. At this speed, the P -LQRδ + TV C and the
P -LQRδ fail to pass the test by clipping the lane boundary at the
entrance of segment 5, as indicated by the crosses in the lateral
position error subplot. The results show a clear improvement of
the position error for the integrated controller, P -LQRδ,Mz

, at
the transition between segments 4 and 5, when the EV returns to
the original lane. The EV with theP -LQRδ,Mz

experiences high
values of |ψ̇| and |βr |, which are a symptom of reduced stability,
and lower values of steering and yaw moment control actions.
The latter can be attributed to the coordinated application of
steering and yaw moment control, since the separate TVC of
the P -LQRδ + TV C, in some cases, applies a yaw moment
that opposes the steering action, in order to track ψ̇T V Cref .

For μ = 0.6 the situation reverses, since the EV with the
P -LQRδ + TV C passes the test at vin = 71 km/h, 2 km/h
higher than with the P -LQRδ,Mz

. At this entry speed the steer-
ing only controller (P -LQRδ ) fails by briefly going outside the
lane at the entrance of segment 5. The P -LQRδ,Mz

has a lower
position error during the transition to segment 5 (similarly to the
case of μ= 1), but shortly after, it experiences very high values
of |ψ̇| and |βr |, and ultimately the vehicle is unstable and spins.
On the other hand, the sideslip angle based correction mecha-
nism of the separate P -LQRδ + TV C performs as expected,
and ensures stability by adjusting ψ̇T V Cref to limit |βr | between
the predefined thresholds. This is an important and novel conclu-
sion of this study. It was also verified that this reliable behavior
of the PTCs with separate TVC can be achieved for a very wide
range of sideslip thresholds.

B. PTCs Without Preview Using the Standard RP

The performance indicators for the PTCs of this group are
reported in Table IV. For μ = 1, the maximum entry speed is
82 km/h, i.e., 12 km/h lower than for the preview PTCs of
Section VI.A. The feedforward-feedback steering controller
with separate TVC (FF -FBδ + TV C) and the integrated steer-
ing and yaw moment controllers (LQRδ,Mz

and LQRδ,Mz,F F )
achieve the same vin,max , with the additional performance indi-
cators of JAssessment determining the relative ranking. Fig. 6(b)
shows that the EV tracks the path with a significant delay. In
contrast to the preview PTCs, the EV is not using the available
space at the entrance of segments 2 and 4, as it tries to follow
the RP. The EV also shows a slow convergence to the reference
path, after entering segment 5.

Fig. 8 compares a selection of controllers at μ = 1 and vin =
82 km/h. The steering only controller (FF -FBδ ) fails the test at
the transitions from segment 2 to segment 3 and from segment 4
to segment 5. The steering control input for the compared con-
trollers is similar, while the yaw moment control action of the in-
tegrated and separate implementations is significantly different.
This is also reflected in the high values of yaw rate and rear axle
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Fig. 6. Comparison of vehicle path and outer limits for the entry speed minimizing JAssessm en t for each group of controllers. (a) P -LQRδ,M z , with vin =
94 km/h. (b) FF -FBδ,M z , with vin = 82 km/h. (c) LQRδ,M z ,F F , smooth RP with vin = 89 km/h.

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OF THE PTCS WITH PREVIEW USING THE

STANDARD RP

Fig. 7. Obstacle avoidance performed by the preview PTCs using the standard
RP at vin = 94 km/h and μ = 1 (the dotted vertical lines indicate the segment
transitions).

sideslip angle of the integrated steering and yaw moment con-
troller (LQRδ,Mz,F F ), which is a consistent characteristic of all
the integrated controllers when operating at the limit of handling.

For μ= 0.6, the maximum entry speed of 64 km/h is achieved
by the LQR controllers actuating only the steering system, in
cooperation with the TVC (LQRδ,F F + TV C and LQRδ +
TV C). For example, at vin = 63 km/h, the integrated steering

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OF THE PTCS WITHOUT PREVIEW USING THE

STANDARD RP

and yaw moment controller (LQRδ,Mz,F F ) fails the test by
exceeding the maneuver limits at the entrance of segment 5.

C. PTCs Without Preview Using the Smooth RP

The performance indicators for this group of PTCs are re-
ported in Table V. For μ= 1 the vin,max of 89 km/h is achieved
by the LQRδ,F F + TV C, which is higher than the 81 km/h
of the same PTC using the standard RP, but lower than the
94 km/h of the preview PTCs. Fig. 6(c) shows that the EV with
the LQRδ,F F + TV C can closely track the reference path up
to the middle of segment 3, however afterwards it experiences
significant deviation. Hence, the EV takes much longer to stabi-
lize and converge to the reference path with respect to the case
of preview controllers. While the use of a smooth path improves
the performance of the PTCs without preview, the EV without
a preview PTC performs considerably worse than the same EV
with preview PTCs.

A PTC comparison at μ = 1 is presented in Fig. 9, for vin =
89 km/h. The steering control action of the LQRδ,F F is sig-
nificant, as shown by the IACAδ in Table V. δ is saturated
for considerable amount of time by the physical limits of the
steering system of the specific EV. Additionally, pδF F

is less
than 10%, compared to the 70–80% for the same controller
along the standard RP. This suggests that the accurate tracking
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Fig. 8. Obstacle avoidance performed by the PTCs without preview using the
standard RP at vin = 82 km/h and μ = 1.

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OF THE PTCS WITHOUT PREVIEW USING THE

SMOOTH RP

of the smooth RP requires the use of large feedback gains.
During the optimization of the feedforward-feedback controller
(FF -FBδ ), it was observed that the use of higher feedback
gains and smaller look-ahead distances increases the vin values
for which the EV passes the first four segments of the maneuver.
However, during segment 5 this also causes evident oscillations,
which are difficult to control because of the use of a proportional
gain in the feedback part of the controller. For this reason the
optimization ultimately selected lower feedback gains for the
FF -FBδ , which result in lower steering action but also lower
vin,max .

For μ = 0.6 the LQRδ,F F + TV C achieves the top
vin,max = 71 km/h, followed by the FF -FBδ + TV C and
the LQRδ + TV C, with vin,max = 70 km/h. However, as

Fig. 9. Obstacle avoidance performed by the PTCs without preview with the
smooth RP at vin = 89 km/h and μ = 1.

shown by the performance indicators in Table V, these re-
sults are obtained through very different actuation profiles. In
fact, the LQRδ,F F + TV C has a IACAδ = 6.08 deg, and a
IACAMz

= 913 Nm, i.e., this tuning of the PTC is character-
ized by over-actuation of the steering system and yaw moment.
TheFF -FBδ + TV C has a IACAδ = 1.25 deg, and a IACAMz

= 308 Nm, with reduced lateral tire slip power losses, which
result in a large difference in vf in , i.e., of almost 8 km/h in favor
of the FF -FBδ + TV C. The integrated steering and yaw mo-
ment controller, LQRδ,Mz,F F , similarly to all previous cases,
experiences very high values of |ψ̇| and |βr |.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This study compared the performance of different path track-
ing controllers with integrated or separate torque-vectoring
functionality during obstacle avoidance tests. The assessment
was based on an experimentally validated electric vehicle sim-
ulation model. To ensure an objective comparison, the control
system parameters were fine-tuned through a genetic algorithm,
which was run for high tire-road friction conditions, while the
control system assessment covered low friction conditions as
well. Two reference paths, i.e., a standard reference path and a
smooth reference path, were given as inputs to the controllers.
The main conclusions are:

� The path tracking controllers with road preview informa-
tion and the standard reference path achieve the highest
entry speed.

� The use of a smooth reference path, similar to the path
followed by the preview controllers, increases the maxi-
mum entry speed achievable with the controllers without
preview, at the expense of increased oscillations after the
vehicle returns to the original lane.
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� Continuously active torque-vectoring control, either with
integrated or separate multi-layer implementations, im-
proves vehicle performance compared to path tracking
control only based on the steering system actuation. More
specifically, torque-vectoring increases vin,max by 1 to 3
km/h with respect to the EV with the same PTC, but ex-
cluding direct yaw moment control.

� In the formulations without preview, the use of a feedfor-
ward contribution for steering and yaw moment actuation
is usually beneficial to both the integrated and separate
controllers, with an increase of vin,max of up to 2 km/h.

� The integrated steering and yaw moment controllers can
achieve high entry speeds, and thus enhanced vehicle
agility, especially if they include a preview component
in their formulation, and are tuned for the specific tire-
road friction condition. Therefore, the integrated control
structures can be recommended for race vehicle applica-
tions, such as the EV of this study, which operates on race
tracks, with at least approximately known friction condi-
tions. However, the integrated solutions tend to give origin
to very variable behavior when they operate at different
friction coefficients. In particular, the integrated controllers
provoked very high values of |βr | in many of the tests at
μ = 0.6, because of the intrinsic lack of consideration of
vehicle stability and cornering limits in their formulations.

� The separate TVC guarantees consistently safe and stable
EV response, with |βr | saturation according to the spec-
ified thresholds. Based on these results, the multi-layer
control structures are recommended for future passenger
car implementations. As a consequence, the wide literature
already available on the topic of torque-vectoring control of
human-driven EVs with multiple motors remains meaning-
ful and valid also for the design of TVCs for autonomous
EVs.

The next steps of this research will be focused on the experi-
mental validation of these simulation results and the analysis of
the effect of parameter uncertainties and disturbances.
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